farm mortgage loans rose more than 21 percent (U.S. Department of Agriculture (f)).
with and complement row crops well as South Carolina, and Georgia Agricultural with and complement row crops well as Statistics Services, U.S. Department of evidenced by substantial increases in producAgriculture) tion as market share was assumed to increase. Agricu However, fresh vegetables cannot be conBecause of dramatic shifts in the profitsidered as residual enterprises to which proability of traditional row crops, aninterducers move when the demand for row crops disciplinary research team was formed comdeclines. Even with a simulated 20 percent prised of researchers from North Carolina, decrease in the demand for row crops, the South Carolina, and Georgia to ascertain the acreage of fresh vegetables did not increase.
potential for producing vegetables as competing or complementary enterprises in the Key words: market share, alternative crops, -state area. The project was deemed pausiwelfare analysis, southeast.
ble because of an abundance of natural resources, human capital stock, and an array of climates in the area. Underground water,
The cyclical nature of economic conditions irrigation systems in place, and vast areas of in the U.S. is quite apparent in the quality land without the threat of urban enagricultural sector both nationally and croachment are available in the tri-state area regionally. After the golden era of the 1970s (Davis and Meyer; Geraghty et al.; Kiker and for U.S. agriculture, economic conditions Lynne; Kundell; La Moreaux; Meister et al.; began to deteriorate rapidly in many agri- Todd; Babb et al.) . cultural areas of the U.S. The southeastern Because the fresh vegetable industry has U.S. shared in this decline, especially in been growing slowly, though steadily, in the regions where large acreages of row crops area since the early 1970s, numerous packing traditionally have been produced. operations, which deal through major In the tri-state area of North Carolina, brokerage firms or direct with major food South Carolina, and Georgia, the aggregate chains, are already in place. Moreover, tobacco nominal value of farmland and buildings fell production, which requires the same intensive almost 17 percent from 1981 to 1985, and from management as commercial vegetable produc-1981 to 1984 the aggregate nominal value of tion, is common in the tri-state region. Fur-ther, the growing season in the tri-state area vegetable market shares and different is as long as 290 days on the coast and as few simulated demands for row crops are comas 200 days in the mountainous region. It is pared to a base solution. The base solution possible that three or four plantings of some tracks average production of row crops in the vegetable crops could be produced in certain tri-state area based on the 1980-1984 period. regions of the tri-state area with cool season crops being grown in the summer in the moun-THE PROGRAMMING MODEL tains (Decoteau et al.) . There is also the potenquadratic programming model tial of multiple cropping systems composed ofin this study is the interregional activity horticultural and row crops (Tew et al.) .
formulation of Takayama and Judge. The This study focuses on the potential for prostudy model differs from the formulation of ducing fresh vegetables for the national Takayama and Judge in that it does not conmarket throughout the year to the extent tain a transportation component. The focus of possible in the st area or the study is to determine the relative corresmlargely to the tri-state area of Georgia, South petitiveness of alternative cropping activities Carolina, and North Carolina. The study area in specified regions as opposed to spatial was defined by biological scientists on the triallocation of commodities among regions of destate research team with the goal of providing mand. The model, which maximizes net social the greatest physical possibility of being able payoff (NSP), 2 in matrix-vector notation is as to supply vegetables over as much of the year follows: as possible from somewhere in the study area.
(1) Max NSP (Y X) The biological scientists further divided the study area into four climate zones or regions.
= where Y = a row vector of monthly aggregate northern Georgia, northwestern South demand of each commodity in 100 cwt; X = a Carolina, western North Carolina, and row vector of regional activity levels in 100 eastern Tennessee.
cwt; A = a row vector of intercepts (dollars In order to ascertain the competitive and per 100 cwt) of price dependent demand equacomplementary potential of fresh vegetable tions; C = a row vector of costs per 100 cwt, production relative to traditional row crop including variable and risk costs of producproduction in the tri-state area, a regional tion; and D = a nonnegative diagonal subpartial equilibrium model similar to that of matrix of demand coefficients without crossAdams et al. and Mathia and Brooker is price flexibilities. The quadratic form should employed which is couched in a quadratic probe positive semidefinite to ensure that the gramming framework.i The model, which enalgorithm reaches a global maximum compasses multiple production activities for (Takayama and Judge) . This condition is 11 selected fresh vegetables and five row satisfied in that the diagonal elements of D are crops, 12 monthly time periods, and four positive and the off-diagonal elements are regions, has three major components: dezero. In the constraint set, I = an identity submand, production cost including risk, and a matrix; E = a submatrix including elements of constraint set. The analysis employs a com-1 and 0 so as to facilitate the subtraction as parative static procedure such that model depicted in equation (2); G = a submatrix of solutions involving an array of possible fresh land constraint coefficients in acres per 100 1 This study does not address the ability of the Southeast to compete in U.S. vegetable markets. Rather, an array of market shares is assumed. Actual market shares are used for those vegetables that are commercially produced in the study area except in cases where the assumed market share is greater than the actual market share.
2 Net social payoff, the net of consumer and producer surplus, has been used often to formulate the objective function in regional competition models (Takayama and Judge) . The optimizing framework used is designed for a competitive market structure which is largely characteristic for fresh produce and field crops. Net Social Payoff has been used frequently as a measure of welfare in order to differentiate among alternative scenarios (Adams et al.; Dahlgran; Hammig et al.) . Net Social Payoff is used in a similar manner in this study.
cwt; and L = a row vector of the availability of MODEL COMPONENTS cropland by region and growing season in Demand Component acres.
Price-quantity demand functions for the The model places constraints on the quanfresh vegetable and row crops were computed tity demanded, the available cropland, and the from price elasticity estimates from previous nonnegativity of demand and supply. The studies, except in the case of "additional" aggregate monthly quantity demanded, y, is peanuts for which a price elasticity estimate constrained to be less than or equal to the was not found. Seasonal data from the U.S. monthly quantity harvested from all producDepartment of Agriculture (f) and unpublished ing regions. Thus, price data from the Commodity Analysis Division, ASCS, U.S. Department of Agriculture were used to estimate a price-quantity de-(2) IY -EX < 0. mand function for "additional" peanuts (i.e., peanuts produced for the export market aprice elasticity estimates for broccoli and cauliflower were not found. However, since broccoli and cauliflower may be considered salad vegetables similar to cucumber, price elasticity estimates for broccoli and cauliflower were assumed to be the same as that for cucumber. bprice elasticity estimates for greens such as collard greens, turnip greens, or mustard greens were not found. However, since greens are staples for those who consume them, much like cabbage, the price elasticity for greens was assumed to be the same as that for cabbage as estimated by Huang. cA price elasticity estimate for leaf lettuce was not found; thus, the estimate for iceberg or head lettuce as estimated by Huang was assumed for leaf lettuce.
assumed to be the reciprocals of the price vegetable crop production are depicted for the elasticity estimates shown in tists from the tri-state area on the basis of total production, the monthly shipment data relevance to a particular region in the study were adjusted by annual shipment-production area. Variable cost and yield estimates were ratios (U.S. Department of Agriculture (d,f)).
obtained from extension budgets from North In order to obtain monthly demand funcCarolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, tions with respect to the study area for the 11 and Texas. A procedure similar to that of vegetable crops, U.S. monthly demand funcAdams et al. was used to compute risk cost. tions were adjusted in a manner similar to Risk cost is the product of variable cost and that of Mathia and Brooker. In the analysis to the coefficient of variation (risk coefficient). 6 follow, an array of possible or assumed market
Price variability was used to estimate risk shares, 1 percent, 5 percent, 10 percent, and coefficients for the fresh vegetable crops, 20 percent, for the 11 vegetable commodities while yield variability was used for the row is considered for the study area. Thus, the crops. Price variability by month for the slopes of the demand functions are adjusted to vegetable crops was estimated using monthly reflect assumed market shares; that is, the F.O.B. prices for the period 1975-1984 (U.S. slopes of the U.S. demand functions for the Department of Agriculture (b,c)). Yield vegetable commodities are divided by the arvariability by region of the study area for the ray of market share ratios to obtain demand row crops was estimated from yield data for functions with respect to the study area that the period 1975-1984 (Crop Reporting Serreflect the assumed market shares. Seven of vices for Alabama, Florida, Georgia, North the 11 fresh vegetables considered in this Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee). study have historically been produced in the Other forms of variation have been used study area. These include snap beans, to capture risk in programming models. For cucumber, bell pepper, cantaloupe, greens, example, Adams et al. used only yield potatoes, and tomatoes. Since actual market variability for both vegetable and row crops, shares exist for these vegetables, actual while Hazell and Scandizzo and Simmons and market shares were used for these vegetables Pomarada employed gross returns. In this to obtain demand functions for the study area y, price data were used in estimating risk if the actual market share exceeded the coefficients for fresh vegetables in the study assumed market share. 5 area because yield data are not generally The analysis of vegetable production for the available, while yield data were used for row tri-state region assuming different market crops since yield data possessrelatively more shares was carried out with varying simulated variability than price data for row crops. 7 demands for row crops. Simulated decreases in row crop demand varied from 10 percent to Land Constraint Component 20 percent, while simulated increases varied Land constraints by region of the study area from 10 percent to 30 percent. The impacts on were set at total average acres of land in use 4 Strictly stated, the reciprocal of price elasticity is the lower absolute limit of the price flexibility (Houck) . 5 Monthly price-quantity relationships for selected fresh vegetables for the United States and the study area and price-quantity relationships for selected row crops for the United States and the study area are available upon request from the authors. 6 The risk coefficients used in Adams et al. and Johnston are from Carter and Dean. Carter and Dean used the variate difference method to compute variability coefficients.
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Production costs for selected fresh vegetable crops by region of the study area and month of harvest and production costs for row crops by region of the study area are available upon request from the authors.
in the peak season for row crops in 1983-1984, competition for land in such instances. excluding crops regulated by the government However, there are many cases where growsuch as tobacco and quota peanuts: 1,910,630 ing seasons for vegetables and row crops acres in region 1; 215,670 acres in region 2; overlap in a given region causing competition 5,332,502 acres in region 3; and 474,490 acres for land. For this reason, biological conin region 4 (Crop Reporting Services for straints were employed in the quadratic proAlabama, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, gramming model to ensure that crops with South Carolina, and Tennessee). The land conoverlapping growing seasons in a given region straint coefficients are the reciprocals of yields could not occupy the same area of land. The in 100 cwt. per acre. Yields were obtained from biological constraints allow planting of a parExtension budgets for North Carolina, South ticular crop in the month that harvesting is Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Texas.
complete for some other crop in a given For many crops in a given region, the growregion. ing seasons do not overlap, thus there is no Note: Actual market shares for snap beans, cucumber, greens, and tomatoes exceed 10% in certain months. Production may occur in any of the four regions of the study area given profitability and climate restrictions where NA indicates infeasibility of production given such restrictions.
-----------------------------------------100 cwt----------------------------------------
aSolution values for the vegetable crops did not vary with respect to the base versus a simulated 20% decrease in the demand for row crops.
Base Solution activity levels obtained from temporarily conIn a comparative static analysis, a common straining crop acreage to actual acreage were base is needed against which alternative used to guide the trial-and-error process. scenarios may be compared. In order to obtain a base solution, the quadratic programming RESULTS model was used to track, as closely as possi-A summary of the results of the comble, actual cropping patterns of the row crops parative static analysis is conveyed in Tables in the study area. Acreage of most of the fresh 2-4. Table 2 shows the effects of alternative vegetable crops grown in the study area is not market shares of fresh vegetable commodities definitively known.
on acreage of selected vegetable and row The tracking procedure began by adjusting crops in the study area. The impacts of difthe intercepts of the price-quantity demand ferent simulated demands for row crops are functions for the row crops by the difference also included in this table. Effects by region of between the solution price obtained from the the study area are not shown because of space model and the actual average price for the limitations. Fresh vegetable production by study area from 1980-1984 where such difharvest month and simulated demand for the ferences existed. This was deemed approprirow crops, assuming a 10 percent market ate in order to reflect declining demand for share for the fresh vegetables, is presented in major farm commodities after 1981. Table 3, while Table 4 illustrates the partial Further alterations needed to obtain the equilibrium welfare changes with respect to base solution involved trial-and-error adalternative market shares for the fresh justments to production costs. Dual values of vegetables in relation to the different simu-lated demands for row crops in the study area.
in Table 3 are being tested empirically. With a Base solution acreages represent the foun-30 percent increase in demand for the row dation against which acreages associated with crops, minor reductions in fresh vegetable each simulated fresh vegetable market share production are apparent primarily in the sumand row crop demand are compared. In order mer months in Table 3 . to provide an anchor for base solution Relative to the base solution, the value of acreages, actual acreages of vegetable crops the objective function, which represents net and row crops are presented in Table 2.8 social payoff or welfare, increases dramatically As shown in Table 2 , fresh vegetable crops as market share for fresh vegetables increases, utilize relatively few acres compared to row Table 4 . Even with a 20 percent decrease in crops even assuming a 20 percent market demand for the row crops, 10 percent share for fresh vegetables anda 20 percent market share for fresh vegetables can more than offset welfare losses attributable to decrease in the demand for row crops. By the welfare losses aributable to same token, reductions in acreage of fresh declining row crop demands. Certainly, invegetables are minor for all market shares creases in te value of net social payoff re shown in Table 2 given a 30 percent increase most dramatic with both increasing market in the demand for the row crops.
share for fresh vegetables and increasing in the demand for the row crops. . demands for row crops. Such comparisons, As shown in Table 3 , with the vast diversity which were employed in a similar vein by of climates in the study area, production of Adams et al., must be considered in light vegetables is possible eight to 12 months of of the assumptions behind the analysis which the year. Planting and harvesting dates proin this case is a normative partial equilibrium vided by biological scientists serve as the analysis. Nevertheless, the magnitudes of the foundation for the results depicted in Table 3 .
changes in the welfare function seem compellThe climatically fringe possibilities embedded ing. 8In actuality, acreages for the vegetable crops are imputed because acreage data for vegetables by season are not generally available for the tri-state area. Yield estimates from extension budgets were used to convert quantities to acres. CONCLUSIONS be pursued, increasing market share is the apAs reflected in this paper, it seems clear propriate goal regardless of the changing forthat vegetable crops are not destined in the tunes of row crop production. near future to replace row crops in terms of
The realization of greater market shares for land utilization. Nevertheless, vegetable vegetables in the study area goes beyond the crops appear to compete with and complement scope of this paper. Greater market shares are row crops well, as evidenced by substantial likely to depend on spatial comparative advanincreases in production as market share was tage and the entrepreneurial spirit of assumed to increase.
agricultural producers in the study area. is, such funds perhaps should be devoted to market share clearly signals the importance of the discovery of vegetable crops for which fresh vegetables as possibly profitable entermarket share may be increased as a result of prises in the study area. However, it also is location, climate, and natural resources and to clear that production of fresh vegetables canresearch which would be oriented toward not be considered as residual enterprises to enhancing such advantages within the conwhich producers move when the levels of defines of economic efficiency. Certainly, this mand for row crops decline. The results of the approach would require a well-coordinated, inanalysis showed that even with a 20 percent terdisciplinary research thrust. Such a decrease in the demand for row crops, the strategy for the use of public research funds acreage of fresh vegetables did not increase.
perhaps may be generalized to other Obviously, if fresh vegetable production is to agriculture diversification programs.
